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rules are being rewritten,

industry boundaries redrawn,

and prevailing truths challenged.  

o r g a N i z e d

 &  c u r a t e d

WOBI brings over two decades of experience to the table when it comes to 

delivering the ideas of the world’s most influential business thought leaders 

to the global executive community.  We are inspired by a conviction that our 

world has never had a greater need for simple and powerful ideas, constant 

inspiration and exciting, new visions  thefor  future.  We aim to build better 

businesses for a better world.

Technological advances are enabling revolutionary 
changes across industries and throughout every sector 
of business.  

disruptioN is rife.

How can you make disruptions 
work for you and not against you? 

In 2014 WOBI on Innovation is focused on the multifarious disruptions that are 
impacting business - and the massive upside opportunities they present for 
those alert and nimble enough to both spot them and react accordingly.

Let WOBI on Innovation inspire you to embrace disruption and learn to thrive 
in the chaos.

disruptioN is rife.
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what is 
wobi oN 
iNNovatioN?
WOBI on Innovation is the year’s most important business 
innovation event.  For eight years executives from all corners of the 
globe have been converging in new York each June for two days 
designed to stretch minds and recalibrate horizons.  A selection of 
the world’s most renowned innovators, disruptors, change agents 
and transformers from the world of business come together to 
generate an electrifying atmosphere where ideas are born and 
sparks of creativity fly.

N e t w o r k i N g  a N d 

c r o s s  p o l l i N a t i o N 

o f  i d e a s

who will be there?

OrganIzaTIOns LOOkIng TO sTay aHead Of THe curve and expOse 

THeIr peOpLe TO THe LaTesT THInkIng On BusIness InnOvaTIOn

Leaders LOOkIng TO creaTe and sTrengTHen cuLTures Of 

InnOvaTIOn 

enTrepreneurs and InnOvaTOrs In searcH Of neW Ideas and fresH 

sOurces Of creaTIvITy

InquIsITIve mInds, fascInaTed By InnOvaTIOn and ITs key rOLe In 

drIvIng grOWTH



previously at 



on creative cultures 

aNd iNNovatioN Networks

an internet entrepreneur and social activist, 
Joi is the director of the mIT media Lab 
- the world renowned interdisciplinary 
research and design laboratory that 
develops technologies at the edge of the 
computing frontier.

an early investor in more than 40 
companies, including flickr, kickstarter and 
Twitter, Joi understands the tremendous 
potential of technology and, in particular, 
the Internet, to influence education, 
business, and society in general.

Joichiito

the disruptive technologies of the future

from tech entrepreneur to business owner, from 
accomplished academic to widely published writer, vivek 
Wadhwa is an agent of innovation and disruption who 
oversees the academic programs at singularity university.  

With new technology the driving force of disruptive 
innovation, vivek brings unparalleled insights into the 
emerging technologies that will transform our world, disrupt 
entire industries and create new ones.

vivek wadhwa



how bio-science 

will traNsform busiNess

a life-sciences investor and entrepreneur, Juan 
enriquez is one of the world’s leading authorities 
on the incredible impact that life sciences are 
having on business, technology and society and 
their key role as a driver of future wealth.

Juan will explain how developments that 
many still think of as belonging to the realm of 
science fiction are already a reality and why it is 
imperative that organizations and nations face 
up to this new reality or risk being left behind.

JuaN eNriquez



what now For 

the media iNdustrY?

co-founder of award winning 
news web site The daily Beast, 
Tina is one of the most iconic 
media editors of the last 40 years 
and brings a unique perspective to 
the forces driving and disrupting 
the publishing industry.

Tina has taken venerable old titles 
such as Tatler, vanity fair and the 
new yorker, and infused them with 
new life, as well as embracing the 
challenges of the digital age in 
founding one of the most popular 
online news sites in recent years.

tiNa browN 



what now For the media iNdustrY?

chris Hughes is the co-founder of facebook, social 
media advisor to the 2008 Barack Obama election 
campaign, and now owner and editor-in-chief of 
The new republic.

a social media pioneer and editorial reformist who 
represents the forward-thinking entrepreneurship 
and disruptive dogma needed in our fast-paced 
digital world.  In conversation with Tina Brown he 
will discuss the latest disruptions and opportunities 
in the turbulent and changing world of media.

chrishughes



lessoNs from disruptive leaderslessoNs from disruptive leaders

C

lessons FroM a 

rebel eNtrepreNeur

as founder of boutique hotel chain Joie de vivre 
chip has already disrupted the hotel industry once.  
as current Head of global Hospitality at 
airbnb he is part of a team doing so again.

a bestselling author of books such as Peak and 
Emotional Equations, chip’s disruptive and creative 
spirit stems from his belief that business needs 
to create a sense of meaning and emotional 
connection with both employees and customers.

chip coNleY
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unlocKing 

the impact ecoNomY

Jigar shah is ceO of the carbon War room, a 
nonprofit that harnesses the power of entrepreneurs 
to implement market-driven solutions to climate 
change and create a post-carbon economy.

shah founded sunedison in 2003 with a new 
business model that launched solar services into a 
multi-billion dollar industry.  His recently published 
book Creating Climate Wealth is about turning 
climate change into a $10 trillion dollar wealth-
creating opportunity.

Jigar  shah



the origins oF 

breakthrough ideas

entrepreneur and award-winning author of 
Little Bets: How Breakthrough Ideas Emerge 
from Small Discoveries, peter sims will give a 
fascinating insight into the real life dynamics 
behind the creative process. 

In an age where every person needs to be much 
more creative, entrepreneurial and create value, 
peter will unveil how breakthrough innovators 
make big breakthroughs by learning from lots of 
little failures and small but significant wins.

peter sims

navigating iNNovatioN’s first mile

managing partner at Innosight who has been 
dubbed “dr. disruption” by Businessweek, anthony 
is an author and consultant whose passion lies in 
enabling innovators around the world to realize 
their untapped potential.

He will focus on dealing with the challenges presented 
by innovation’s first mile - that critical time when an idea 
moves from concept to paper to market.

scott aNthoNY
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